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Data-based courseware

One thousand lessons on one disk

IATEFL

Westende, Belgium, 12-14 April 1987

1. A traditional problem: the lack of correlation between the content of
courseware and the specific learning situation.

We approach computer-assisted instruction in the strict sense of assist-
ance in regular school-settings. The teacher refers his students to
courseware, either for remedial explanations and practice, or for more
broadening learning experiences. In many cases the teacher will use for
these purposes commercially available courseware, which has not been
developed specifically for a certain situation or tied to a specific method
or handbook. The consequence is an often serious lack of correlation
between the content of the courseware and the specific learning situa-
tion. Students using these programs will face unfamiliar words and
structures and deviant methodologies, or they will have to work with
items that are not challenging according to the level they have already
reached.

Especially in the early phases of foreign language learning, this lack of
correlation is quite disturbing, because unsystematic and problemsome
approaches to language cause more language err -.4 which require unne-
cessary correction time and remedial practice. It also gives more uncer-
tainty to the learner, leading to discouragement.

A teacher would thus need a large array of courseware, matching the
learner's development at each stage, adapted to the needs of the best
and the weakest learners, plus courseware summarizing material seen up
to a certain point, different courseware for training, remedial teaching
and tests. It is obvious that such diversity would require a major effort
in production. Very often, the courseware available represents only a
very limited portion of the normal content of a complete course.

(4- Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of tne International Association of.0 Teachers of English as a Foreign Language (21st, ',Testende, Belgium, April 12-14,Cr 1987).--9
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2. Making your own courseware through traditional means:
not to be expected from the average teacher

Some say the teacher himself should make the courseware needed for
each specific situation where he teaches. Because programming through a
general programming language is such an arduous and specialized task to
reach a certain level, the market offers a number of easier instruments
to produce courseware, namely authoring systems and authoring langua-
ges. Although these have an undeniable value, there arc some weak-
nesses:

Most authoring systems and languages are not geared toward the
specific needs of CALL: CALL needs its own didactic strategies, a
particular error analysis, a strong progression pace, usually not
offered in the commerLially available systems and languages.

The better systems and languages, offering a wider variety of possi-
bilities, also become more complex to use. Some are as complex as
general programming languages, hampering easy introduction.

It still takes a lot of time to program a small courseware-unit with
limited effect. If one wants to come to a complete set of versatile units
covering a whole language course, t1-9 work involved is quite challeng-
ing.

Therefore, one must not expect the average teacher to make the effort
to produce courseware through these languages and systems. It is
unrealistic to think that CALL will ever become very popular, if each
teacher must spend many hours in producing limited courseware-units for
his particular classes and individual students.

3. Selection-system for maximal versatility:
the databased organization of content

In courseware production, one of the most crucial capabilities of the
computer is often neglected: the power of immediate selection and com-
bination from databases. For a large part of linguistic material, the
computer is able to select and to combine at will and in a matter of
seconds precise elements from a wider corpus, so that this selection
matches precisely the initial situation of particular students.

If the databases on the disk are well organized, using high quality
procedures and index sequential organization, the same floppy for a

simple PC can contain thousands of different units, matching the most
varied lessons. The breadth of the choices must be so large that the
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same disk can be used by a pupil in elementary school as well as by a
student in graduate school. Moreover, if such courseware is sold at a
minimal price with permission to copy within the school, the price for a
courseware-unit becomes extremely cheap.

The orinciple of a selection-system is simple: the learning content is
stored in a database within the program. A simple menu allows the
teacher (or the student if so desired) to select precise;y the elements
that are to be studied and practised according to a specific learning
situation. Any elements that are not to appear in this situation can thus
be discarded. The selected elements are automatically placed in the
didactic frame of the courseware, which itself can be manipulated in
various ways: display mode, drill and practice, help functions, testing,
scoring, selective randomization, etc.

The menus are easy to use so that the user need not program nor type
any wards. Only the keys with the arrows and the "enter"-key are
necessary.

4. Example: Verbapuces, IBM-studycontract, developed at the
University of Antwerp (UIA)

Verbapuces is a program to train and test the mastery of the French
conjugation systems. It was first developed in the United States, at
Computer Teaching Services of Brigham Young University, then further
refined under an IBM-Studycontract at the University of Antwerp. Its
database contains 1300 verbs which can be conjugated at all possible
tenses, moods and forms, generating more than one million verbal
constructions. It contains all the verbal types of the French system.

4.1. Basic menu

The disk loads itself and the first menu gives the following choice:

A ia carte
Plat du jour
Buffet

In "A la carte" the user can make all the selections himself. This is
appropriate for advanced students who want to work on particular areas
or on a general review of the conjugations, which they define themselves
at the onset. Any combination is possible. The selection-system allows to
define any precise didactic unit, whether certain verbal types, specific
verbs, particular tenses, etc. It is alo possible to enter only certain
verbs through a selection called "votre liste".

4
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The first "A la carte" menu presents the following choices:

Conjugaisons A la carte

A la carte

quels temps?
quelles formes?
quels verbes?
quelle strategie?
quelles options?

1 choisir

A simple
Secondary
selections;

4J continuer Esc menu prec. F8 annuler F10 fin

touch of the arrow-keys allows to open each possibility.

menus superpose each other logically, allowing quick further

Conjugaisons A la carte

A la carte

quels
quelle
quels
quelle
quelle

quels temps?

tous 1
temps
temps

1

temps simples

1.tous les temps
2.indicatif

- present
- imparfait
- futur simple
- passé simple

3.conditionnel pres.
4.subjonctif

- present
- imparfait

5.imperatif present
6.participe present
7.infinitif present

1 choisir .0 continuer Esc menu prec.

5
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"Plat du jour" avoids that the student must make these selections.
Indeed, in most cases students will have to work on conjugations in
direct relation to the material covered in their actual courses. The
student will simply select "Plat du jour" and he will receive an overview
of the lessons available, organized according to the teachers using the
program, according to the various classes of each teacher, and according
to the specific lessons planned for each class.

As soon as the student has selected his unit, this unit is composed from
the database in a fraction of a second, exactly as the teacher has prede-
fined it through using the easy "a la carte"-selections in a separate
teacher's entry (cf. 4.3).

Finally, "buffet" allows to view any verb in all its forms: it functions
like a grammatical manual that can be consulted.

4.2. Didactic strategies

The principle of versatility also allows to select various strategies at
will: the display of the selection, the display of the conjugations sel-
ected, oral and written exercises, tests.

The display of the selected verbs still allows to discard unwanted verbs
or to add other ones desired.

The display of the conjugations allows to run through the verbal system
at will, using only the keys with the arrows and the enter-key.

Exercises are generated automatically according to randomization criteria.
The user can define how many items he wants to do. "Help" is available
in exercises: the conjugation-type of the verb requested is shown in an
overlay-window.

A student can enter the testing from the beginning, after having made
the initial selections. He can also interrupt the exercises at any moment,
and enter testing. This allows the student to switc,i to testing, as soon
as he feels confident enough. No "help" is available in testing and no
reaction is provided when a wrong answer is entered. At the end of the
test, the result is provided, together with an overview of items missed:
the correct answers, plus the possibility to ask for a comparison with
the error.

An immediate error analysis in written exercises and in testing allows to
automati ally generate specific remedial material, geared at the problems
of the student. This is presented in "digestif", which appears in the
main menu.
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4.3. Teacher's entry

The teacher's entry is meant to quickly define the exact content for a
particular class or student. It is the way to define the "plats du jour".

The teacher will first identify the unit by giving it a code, for example
his name, the identification of his class and the week in the schoolyear
or the chapter in the book. This code is the only thing the student will
have to know in ordzr to enter into the defined unit.

The same menu's as in "a la carte" allow to define the unit. The units
thus defined can be changed, expanded or erased whenever the teacher
wants to.

There is the possibility to automatically accumulate the pre-defined units
for a particular class. It means that the teacher only has to identify, for
a particular class, the new items that were studied in a particular week
or chapter, and the program adds these to the items already seen.

Finally, the student will only see the following to enter "test 13/9" in
class "4 Econ" by teacher "Decoo":

Conjugaisons Plat du Jour

professeurE

Colpae
Decoo
Van Ha

1

Decoo

5 Comm
4 Econ
3 Scie

4 Econ

verbes en -er
verbes en -indre
test 13/9

1 choisir 4-1 continuer Esc menuprec.
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4.4. Supplementary cdtions

The user can change a number of standard options, also by a simple
menu-system:

- error latitude for on letter and automatic correct,,n
acceptance or not of orthographic tolerances
timer in testing
sound

- number of lines per screen
indication or not of score

For example, the menus to select time-limitation in exercises or tests
give the following:

Conjugaisons A la carte

A la carte

quels
quelle
quels
quel le

quel le

options

option
temps
son
couleu
lignes
progre
autoco
indica
tolera

temps

pas de limitation
10 secvides
20 secondes
30 secondes
40 secondes
50 secondes
60 secondes

I choisir continuer Esc menu prec.

4.5. Some other characteristics

Ergonomy of user-interface

F8 annuler F10 fin

menu-system with cverlay-windows
- lay-out with reserves zones for indication of situation, dialogue-

boxes, messages, function-keys
- functiona! management of the screen
- constant input-control
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simple starting and ending procedures
availability of help
supplementary options to change the format

Programming efficiency

Pascal with combinations to Prolog and Module 2
index sequential organization of databases
recursive procedures
comprimaton procedures

- Didactic efficiency

- emphasis on easy, correct and intense lingual experience
- versatility in didactic formatting

application of efficiency criteria for integration
help to develop problem-solving procedures and auto-correction
reflex

5. Conclusion

The selection-system is especially suitable for any learning content that
works with clearly defined elements and expands these elements con-
stantly over a long period of time. Vocabulary, conjugations, declen-
sions, the use of prepositions are examples of excellent material that can
be built into external versatility.

But even contextualizzd items can be placed in databases working with
the same principles. Our Vocapuces is a program working with 4 500
contextual items and presenting and practising the complete "francais
fondamental" and Niveau-Seuil.

It is more difficult to apply when the material becomes broadly context-
ual, such as practising reading and writing skills in full texts. But even
here, it is possible to generate practice forms based on databanks ident-
ifying the nature of content. Our Textapuces, developed within the
Netherlands NIVO-project by OMO in Tilburg, is a typical example of the
broader applications of a selection-system.

For more information:

Research Group Prof. Decoo
University of Antwerp (UIA)
2610 Wilrijk
BELGIUM
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